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Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Mto9aYkbmrvlHB5IFqCx-MuIqEVJQ9Yu?usp=sharingQUESTION 308

Company XYZ has decided to make use of a cloud-based service that requires mutual, certificate- based authentication with its

users. The company uses SSL-inspecting IDS at its network boundary and is concerned about the confidentiality of the mutual

authentication. Which of the following model prevents the IDS from capturing credentials used to authenticate users to the new

service or keys to decrypt that communication?A.    Use of OATH between the user and the service and attestation from the

company domainB.    Use of active directory federation between the company and the cloud-based serviceC.    Use of smartcards

that store x.509 keys, signed by a global CAD.    Use of a third-party, SAML-based authentication service for attestationAnswer: B
QUESTION 309Six months into development, the core team assigned to implement a new internal piece of software must convene

to discuss a new requirement with the stake holders. A stakeholder identified a missing feature critical to the organization, which

must be implemented. The team needs to validate the feasibility of the newly introduced requirement and ensure it does not

introduce new vulnerabilities to the software and other applications that will integrate with it. Which of the following BEST

describes what the company?A.    The system integration phase of the SDLCB.    The system analysis phase of SSDSLCC.    The

system design phase of the SDLCD.    The system development phase of the SDLCAnswer: BQUESTION 310A company is

investigating a data compromise where data exfiltration occurred. Prior to the investigation, the supervisor terminates an employee

as a result of the suspected data loss. During the investigation, the supervisor is absent for the interview, and little evidence can be

provided form the role-based authentication system in use by the company. The situation can be identified for future mitigation as

which of the following?A.    Job rotationB.    Log failureC.    Lack of trainingD.    Insider threatAnswer: BQUESTION 311A

security administrator needs an external vendor to correct an urgent issue with an organization's physical access control system

(PACS). The PACS does not currently have internet access because it is running a legacy operation system. Which of the following

methods should the security administrator select the best balances security and efficiency?A.    Temporarily permit outbound

internet access for the pacs so desktop sharing can be set upB.    Have the external vendor come onsite and provide access to the

PACS directlyC.    Set up VPN concentrator for the vendor and restrict access to the PACS using desktop sharingD.    Set up a web

conference on the administrator's pc; then remotely connect to the pacsAnswer: CQUESTION 312A datacenter manager has been

asked to prioritize critical system recovery priorities. Which of the following is the MOST critical for immediate recovery?A.   

Communications softwareB.    Operating system softwareC.    Weekly summary reports to managementD.    Financial and

production softwareAnswer: BQUESTION 313Which of the following techniques can be bypass a user or computer's web browser

privacy settings? (Select Two)A.    SQL injectionB.    Session hijackingC.    Cross-site scriptingD.    Locally shared objectsE.   

LDAP injectionAnswer: BCQUESTION 314When designing a web based client server application with single application server

and database cluster backend, input validation should be performed:A.    On the clientB.    Using database stored proceduresC.    On

the application serverD.    Using HTTPSAnswer: CQUESTION 315Which of the following delineates why it is important to

perform egress filtering and monitoring on Internet connected security zones of interfaces on a firewall?A.    Egress traffic is more

important than ingress traffic for malware preventionB.    To rebalance the amount of outbound traffic and inbound trafficC.   

Outbound traffic could be communicating to known botnet sourcesD.    To prevent DDoS attacks originating from external network

Answer: BQUESTION 316The help desk is receiving numerous password change alerts from users in the accounting department.

These alerts occur multiple times on the same day for each of the affected users' accounts. Which of the following controls should be

implemented to curtail this activity?A.    Password ReuseB.    Password complexityC.    Password HistoryD.    Password Minimum

ageAnswer: DQUESTION 317Which of the following would enhance the security of accessing data stored in the cloud? (Select

TWO)A.    Block level encryptionB.    SAML authenticationC.    Transport encryptionD.    Multifactor authenticationE.    Predefined

challenge questionsF.    HashingAnswer: BDQUESTION 318A remote user (User1) is unable to reach a newly provisioned

corporate windows workstation. The system administrator has been given the following log files from the VPN, corporate firewall

and workstation host.Which of the following is preventing the remote user from being able to access the workstation?A.    Network

latency is causing remote desktop service request to time outB.    User1 has been locked out due to too many failed passwordsC.   

Lack of network time synchronization is causing authentication mismatchesD.    The workstation has been compromised and is

accessing known malware sitesE.    The workstation host firewall is not allowing remote desktop connectionsAnswer: B
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